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Many Ways to Address Overfitting

• Cross validation
– K-fold
– Leave One Out cross validation

• Structural risk minimization
• Minimum description length “principle” (MDL)
• Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)
• Using unlabeled data



Cross Validation
• Separate data into train, validation sets
• Learn hypothesis using training set
• Use validation set to prune/select hypothesis



Cross Validation
• Separate data into train, validation sets
• Learn hypothesis using training set
• Use validation set to prune/select hypothesis

– Choose validation set large enough to obtain low-
variance estimate of true error

– When h is a boolean function, and S is a sample 
of data containing n ¸ 30 examples drawn 
independently of each other and of h, the 95% 
confidence interval for the true error of h is approx



Cross Validation
• Note we distrust training error of h as an estimate of 

true error of h because our choice of h is dependent on 
the training data
– Training error gives optimistically biased estimate

• Then why trust validation set error of h if we are using it 
to prune/select h?
– Good way to prune
– Optimistic way to estimate resulting error

• We shouldn’t really…
– Though the estimate provided by the validation set is usually 

less biased (why?)



Cross Validation

• So the proper way to learn, prune/select, then 
obtain an unbiased estimate of true error is:

Separate data into 3 sets:
– Use training set to learn hypothesis (e.g. decision 

tree, neural net)
– Use validation set to prune/select the hypothesis
– Use test set to obtain unbiased estimate of error



K-fold Cross Validation
Problem: When training data limited, withholding data for 

validation set hurts.  We want to use it for training!

K-fold cross validation (to estimate error):
• Partition m available examples into k disjoint subsets (called 

‘folds’)
• For i=1 to k

– Train using all folds except fold i
– Use fold i to obtain unbiased estimate of true error
When finished, output mean error over all folds

When k=m, we have leave-one-out cross validation
– Which allows training on m-1 examples repeatedly
– Most efficient use of data/most computationally expensive
– Some contention remains over whether/when this is best approach…







Structural Risk Minimization

So, choose among H’s with different VC(H) to minimize this!

• e.g., Hk = decision trees of depth k

• often used to train Support Vector Machines



Summary of Overfitting

• Empirical: Cross-validation methods use data to 
make decision of which hypothesis is best

• Theoretical: MDL and Structural Risk Minimization 
are theory-based methods that use assumptions 
about which hypotheses are a priori most likely 
(together with the data)
– BIC and AIC are two other theory-based methods

• Note there is no free lunch! – Without prior 
assumptions of some kind, one can never generalize 
beyond the observed data



Use Unlabeled Data to Avoid Overfitting
[Schuurmans & Southey, MLJ 2002]



• Definition of distance metric
– Non-negative: d(f,g) ¸ 0; 

– Symmetric: d(f,g)=d(g,f); 

– triangle inequality:  d(f,g) · d(f,h)+d(h,g)

• Classification with zero-one loss:

• Regression with squared loss:



Biased estimates 
based on training 
data

Unbiased estimate 
based on unlabeled 
data, not used for 
training





Experimental Evaluation of TRI
[Schuurmans & Southey, MLJ 2002]

• Use it to select degree of polynomial for regression

• Compare to alternatives such as cross validation, 
structural risk minimization, …



Generated y 
values contain 
zero mean 
Gaussian noise

Y=f(x)+ε



Cross validation (Ten-fold)
Structural risk minimization

Approximation ratio: 

true error of selected hypothesis

true error of best hypothesis considered

Results using 200 unlabeled, t labeled

Worst 
performance 
in top .50 of 
trials





Bound on Error of TRI Relative to Best Hypothesis Considered



Extension to TRI: 
Adjust for expected bias of training data estimates 

[Schuurmans & Southey, MLJ 2002]

Experimental results: averaged over multiple target functions, 
outperforms TRI



Summary

• Unlabeled data provides unbiased estimate of 
how often two hypotheses disagree

• Use this to identify suspiciously low 
disagreement over labeled training data 
overfitting

D. Schuurmans and F. Southey, 2002. “Metric-Based 
methods for Adaptive Model Selection and 
Regularizaiton,” Machine Learning, 48, 51—84.



Different use of unlabeled data U


